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O c t o b e r ,

On Earth as It Is in Heaven

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.

“On Earth as IT IS in Heaven”
A Command
A Prayer
A Destiny
But How
How are we To Do This
How do we cooperate with GOD
Bring it down from here
Or go up and bring it back to here
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Be there
be here, be here and there
be a Shadow
Demands being in

THE PRESENCE of THE SUBSTANCE
Come and See and become All you must be...
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The Heart of The Matter
Heaven

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE
has not left you.
Reach for HIM, take
hold of HIM. Never
let HIM go. HE will
be better than your
best dreams, greater
than your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going
to be alright!.

Is a Reality unlike any
other that is typically
known or idealized on
earth. There are not
enough words to describe it, there are no
words often to frame
it, it is other worldly
and set apart, unknown till one leaves
this world as a believer in THE TRUE GOD:
FATHER SON, HOLY
SPIRIT, and knows
this reality through

GOD Manifest: YESHUA. Heaven is a
place, and it is often
used for everything
that is other than our
reality here. Better
than our best
dreams, more real
than anything experienced on earth, it defines a reality that is
often hard to wrap
our minds around,
and rightly so. For it
is not a realm of the

mind and soul of man
but more so of The Spirit, of The Immaterial part
of man that is the true
man, who has a soul and
is in a body, typically for
his journey and time on
earth. Muse on heaven,
get to know it well, be
busy on earth, and you
can bring the worlds together as GOD so Commanded us to do.

Earth
This world we live in
and through, is in the
temporal, ephemeral,
and transitory, it is
holographic, a fallen
creation, that we often
wrongly call home.
We are strangers and
aliens here on earth.
Our origins and our
destiny is otherworldly.

Thus, we find through Manifestation of The
life here that we never Coming forth of The
quite fit in here, beSons of GOD. GOD
cause this here is not
has entrusted us to
yet there. Creation is
work together with
groaning, and it will be
HIM co-Laboring
up to The Sons of
throughout All CreaGOD through THE
tion, yes, All, to set it
SON OF GOD JESUS straight, and to turn
= YESHUA, the releas- The Lights Back on.
ing of the chains of
Get GOD Busy,
the fall, through The
your Destiny Awaits.
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Did you know
that The Term “Shadow”
exists within The Hebrew Word for Cross, as
in CHRIST’s Cross,
ultimately?!
The Hebrew Word for
Cross, is: Tselav.
It is composed of Two
Words and three Letters.
First, The Letters: Tsade
-Lamed-Bet.
Second, The Two Words,

conjoined at a middle Letter. The First Word
is :Tsel =Shadow, which
you are Learning about in
This Newsletter. The Second Word is: Lev = Heart.
Thus, amazingly, The
Cross is a Living Picture
of “The Shadow of The
Heart”. Being a Picture on
earth of a heavenly reality; Fulfilling a Destiny on
earth as it is in heaven.

Your Hebrew Lesson
What is The Hebrew Word
for ”Shadow” and how are
we to understand It? Let’s
see, together, through Hebrew Eyes. The Hebrew
Word for “Shadow” is
“Tsel”. Tsel: It is composed of Two Hebrew Letters: Tsade-Lamed. Now,
note that Hebrew Words
are Living Words, and thus
Hebrew Letters are Living
Letters. Cf. Hebrews 4:12.

Thus They Speak to us The
Unalterable Truths of GOD
through Their CREATOR in
such a Way as no other language can; for all other languages are of man; Hebrew
Alone, IS THE LIVING
LANGUAGE of GOD. Now, lets
Look at some of The Word
pictures for The Hebrew Word
for “Shadow”, Tsel, and see
what THE SPIRIT IS SAYING to
the churches. One Picture Is:
The Desire of Authority. For a
shadow is submitted to follow

the exact pattern of The Substance of Which it is a shadow
for and of. Thus The Shadow
Is under The Lordship of The
Substance for Which it is
Shadowing. A Second Picture
for A Shadow is: The Harvest
of The Teaching. For The
Teaching yields fruit after its
own kind, as a Shadow is to
The Substance. So be a Shadow of GOD and Bring a Harvest of HIS Teaching to all

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
Someone just doesn’t see it/
or get it, when you are talking
and explaining things to
them? The Factors are many,
but Germane to our newsletter topic, we either haven’t
represented heaven well to
them, or we haven’t made it
manifestly evident to them on
earth, shadowing it so well
they would think that they are
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there or/and heaven is here.
your touch, and be enveloped
This is the main thing. This is by your heart back into eternialso our responsibility, this is
ty, into the true reality they
also our charge. We must
once knew but have shifted
make it very difficult for them away from. Truth is ever greatto deny, very difficult for them er than the lie, Love is strongto walk away from the truth,
er than death, Hope will never
very difficult for them to walk weary or faint. You are the one
away from Home. They should to get it Done. Do It, and know
see Heaven in your eyes, feel
that you never walk alone.
its warmth on earth through
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For HIS Glory

Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.

6.

Statement of Beliefs

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS
CHRIST, who suffered
and died for the sins of
the world.
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7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10.

THE PRINCE of
PEACE, is the only ONE
who can bring peace to
Israel and the nations .

11.

We believe that study is
one of the highest forms
of worship through which
we can better experience true worship.

